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Project goals
As phenomics continues to generate larger and higher dimensional data sets, there is an urgent need to
develop and implement robust data processing pipelines to extract biological insight and knowledge from
these data. Current phenomics processing pipelines lack modularity and the ability to exploit distributed
computational infrastructure. To address these challenges, we developed PhytoOracle (PO), a suite of
modular, scalable pipelines that aim to improve data processing efficiency for plant science research. PO
integrates CCTools’ Makeflow and Workqueue frameworks for distributed task management on local,
Cloud, or high-performance computing (HPC) systems. Each pipeline component is available as a
standalone container, providing transferability, extensibility, and reproducibility. PO efficiently extracts
phenotype trait values, capturing phenotypic variation for elucidation of the genetic components of
complex traits.
Abstract
Understanding how plants dynamically respond to environmental conditions has been historically difficult
due to the low throughput and long-term cost of longitudinal data collection in the field setting1. Recent
technological advances have resulted in small, cheap, and high resolution sensors that can be used to
rapidly collect phenotypic trait data at regular time intervals in field or greenhouse settings2,3. Such
platforms will continue evolving and become more widespread, likely exacerbating the phenotyping
bottleneck by creating a strain on current data processing frameworks4.

Figure 1 PhytoOracle pipeline workflow. (A) Image georeferencing metadata is corrected and images are clipped to
agricultural plot boundaries. (B) Plants are detected using a Faster R-CNN model and (C) clustered and given a
unique ID. (D) Single plants can be tracked using unique IDs. (E) Multimodal data is merged using unique IDs and
plot information. (F) Large scale phenomic data and genomic data can enable GWAS and/or QTL mapping.

To address this phenotyping bottleneck, we developed PO, a suite of modular, scalable data processing
pipelines for RGB and thermal cameras, Photosystem II (PSII) imager, and structured-light laser scanners
(3D laser) raw data5. PO distributes tasks using CCTools Makeflow and Workqueue6 to extract plant-level
bounding area, canopy temperature, height, bounding volume and plot-level maximum quantum
efficiency of PSII (FV/FM) using Faster R-CNN models (Fig. 1). PO scales with processing times of 235
minutes for 9,270 RGB images, 235 minutes for 9,270 FLIR images, and 13 minutes for 39,678 PSII

images (Fig. 2). The resulting processed data are associated using agglomerative clustering to enable
time-series analysis of individual plant phenotypes (Fig. 1). Images and point clouds of each plant
throughout the growing season are collected. These datasets are useful for a wide variety of future ML
applications, such as the classification of plant varieties for precision agriculture, segmentation of plant
disease, and modeling of plant growth and its influence on light use efficiency.

Figure 2 PhytoOracle benchmarking of PSII, thermal, and RGB pipelines. Increase in average tasks processed as the
number of workers increases (Top). Decrease in total processing time (minutes) as the number of workers increases
(Bottom). Benchmark datasets for each sensor were processed over the following range of available workers: 1, 4, 8,
16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024. Each configuration was run three times totaling 30 benchmark observations.
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